THE OPTICS OF INTERRACIAL SEXUALITY IN
ADRIAN TOMINE'S SHORTCOM/NGS AND
SHERMAN ALEXIE'S THE LONE RANGER AND
TONTO FISTFIGHT IN HEAVEN
JOUEA. SHEFFER

A sea of faces, some hostile, some amused, ringed around us, and in the center,
facing us, stood a magnificent blonde—stark naked. There was dead silence.
.. . I felt a wave of irrational guilt andfear My teeth chattered, my skin
turned to goosefiesh,my knees knocked. Tet I was strongly attracted and
looked in spite of myself Had the price of looking been blindness, I would
have looked. The hair was yellow like that ofa circus kewpie doll, the face
heavily powdered and rouged, as though to form an abstract mask, the eyes
hollow and smeared a cool blue, the color ofa baboon's butt. Ifelt a desire to
spit upon her as my eyes brushed slowly over her body. I wanted at one and
the same time to run from the room, to sink through thefioor, or go to her
and cover herfrommy eyes and the eyes of the others with my body; to feel
the soft thighs, to caress her and destroy her, to love her and murder her, to
hide from her, and yet to stroke where below the small Americanfiagtattooed upon her belly her thighsformed a capital V. I hada notion that ofall
in the room she saw only me with her impersonal eyes.
—Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man

In a variety of ethnic American literatures, minority male protagonists view
white women as a kind of social prize: as proof of sexual prowess, masculine
power, and national identification. Consider the indelible early scene in Ralph
Ellison's Invisible Man, used here as my epigraph, in which the unnamed narrator
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struggles between longing and loathing for the naked blonde who has been
brought to the Battle Royal in order to provoke the young black men. In Ellison's
masterpiece, the unnamed woman bears an American flag tattoo below her
navel, laying bare the nation's impossible, contradictory rules for its black male
citizens. Her presence serves to remind the black youths of the dangers facing
those who even appear to desire white women and simultaneously to demand
that those same men acknowledge her as the embodiment of the American
dream. To refuse to look at her would be to fail as a (heterosexual) man and a
proper American. To look at her at all is to corroborate racist fantasies and risk
violent retribution. Masculinity, heterosexuality, and citizenship thus intertwine
in scenes of interracial desire.
The overdetermination of the moment when the minority man gazes upon
the white woman highlights the mutual imbrications of race, gender, and
sexuality in American culture. Even now, when the lynch mob is no longer a
predictable threat, scenes of interracial contact—whether visual or physical
contact—between non-white men and white women continue to function in
popular culture as a barometer of the social climate, that is, of minority men's
place in the national imaginary. In this essay, I investigate the personal and
political implications of the interracial gaze in two popular, critically acclaimed
works of contemporary ethnic American literature: Sherman Alexie's first shortstory collection The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistflght in Heaven, originally published
in 1993, and Adrian Tomine's graphic novel Shortcomings (2007). Both works
feature semi-autobiographical twenty-something protagonists struggling to
define themselves in relationship to their ethnic communities and to dominant
white American culture. Alexie and Tomine effectively update Ellison's scene,
questioning what cross-racial desire means in an era when miscegenation is no
longer illegal yet remains transgressive.
In particular, Alexie and Tomine question the racial and sexual politics
undergirding interracial relationships—epitomized by the desiring gaze—
between men of color and white women. Their works interrogate the progressive
potential of the interracial gaze through numerous references to the visual
mediums of film and photography. Both authors illustrate the power of popular
film genres to shape (and frequently deform) their characters' sense of self. And, in
distinct ways, both show how legal and cinematic histories of interracial romance
continue to exert pressure on ethnic men in the present. In keeping with this
special issue's theme of Native/Asian Encounters, this essay focuses on scenes of
Native-American and Asian-American men's encounters with white women in
order to explore contemporary minority identity and community. In placing these
two texts in conversation, I aim to expand the definition of "alternative contact,"
Paul Lai and Lindsey Claire Smith's term for encounters between Indians and
non-Euro-American groups in the United States and around the world. While
"alternative contact" typically refers to encounters between Native American
and Asian-American individuals and communities (outside of "first contact" with
whites), this essay also highlights alternative contact as a mode of analysis. By
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juxtaposing Alexie and Tomine's depictions of interracial desire between Native
Americans and whites and between Asian Americans and whites, respectively,
I hope to further explore "encounters as discrete sites of critical exchange that
raise questions of ethical relations" (Lai and Smith 2010, 407-408).
In analyzing these two texts together, I am participating in the field of
comparative ethnic studies scholarship. Comparative work highlights patterns
of convergence across racial/ethnic lines, while also offering opportunities to
investigate the distinct ways in which ethnic identity is formed in relationship to
other minority groups. Helen Herun Jun compellingly shows that "the production
of racial meanings is a relational process in which differential inclusions and
exclusions are endemic" (2011, 4). In other words, minority subjects in the US
are shaped by distinct racial logics. Accordingly, in Alexie and Tomine's works,
interracial sex is shaped by similar desires for acceptance by dominant white
culture and fears of racial disloyalty, as well as by distinct patterns of inequality.
Both authors deal with the plight of young men struggling for self-definition in a
contemporary multicultural America, but their works show how their experiences
are shaped by different racializations. Tomine highlights how young Asian
American men are limited by the model minority myth, which presumes Asian
male sexuality to be at best nonthreatening and at worst inadequate. Moreover,
the model minority myth encourages, even demands, that Asian-Americans
subscribe to the ideology of individualism (rather than ethnic community
identification) as the path to achieving the American dream.' In contrast, Alexie
shows young Native American men being shaped by centuries-old narratives of
Indian male savagery and sexual violence. Furthermore, the long history of US
government efforts to destroy tribal identification and the resilience of these
communal bonds in the face of extraordinary pressure recur as central concerns
within contemporary Native American racialization.
In their different yet overlapping ways, Tomine and Alexie show how difficult
it is to create egalitarian interracial relationships in contemporary US culture.
In so doing, they both suggest that queer sexuality offers hope for desire not
overdetermined by the particular visual codes of racial stereotype, erotic fantasy,
and film genre. As such, queerness functions as an alternative ethical relation
between parties, one grounded in equality rather than domination and relatively
free of the visual logic of racialization.
VISUALIZING FANTASY

There is a large body of critical research devoted to the study of interracial sex,
romance, and marriage in US history and literature. Critics such as Leslie Fiedler
(i960), Eric Sundquist (1993), and Eric Lott (1993) have analyzed the erotic
fascination with racial crossing. In the populist imagination, scenes of black men
leering at white women have been used to bolster nationalism, promote white
supremacy, and endorse racial terrorism. This fantasy persists despite the fact
that white men historically were far more likely to be the ones gazing lasciviously
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upon (and seducing or raping) nonwhite women, usually under the legal cover of
slavery, conquest, and imperialism. More recently, critics like David Eng and José
Esteban Muñoz have illustrated the interplay among racial, gendered, and sexual
dimensions of identity, particularly for minority subjects outside the black/
white binary. In his groundbreaking book Racial Castration, Eng underscores how
"racial fantasies facilitate our investments in sexual fantasies and vice versa" in
the context of Asian-American masculinity (2001, 2). I am interested here in how
Alexie and Tomine highlight the visual dimensions of racial and sexual fantasies
and how they might gesture toward new, more egalitarian fantasies of interracial
(and intra-racial) contact. Both Alexie's and Tomine's male protagonists are
anxious about their racial identities and their masculinity, which is repeatedly
expressed by their memories and fantasies of interracial sexuality. Both authors
repeatedly depict their male characters' longing gazes, as well as vivid, highly
visual scenes of interracial sexuality.
Alexie's first short-story collection The Lone Ranger andTontoFistflght in Heaven,
deals with young Native American men who experience a paralyzing fear of being
never good enough: as men, as Indians, as Americans. Alexie's protagonists are
embedded in a long history of Native American losses (of land, sovereignty,
population, and political power) and negative stereotypes (the Noble Savage, the
Vanishing Indian).' Yet his male characters consistently do excel (at basketball,
in academics) but fear that such success threatens their Native American identity.
Alexie's characters struggle to invent a modern Native American masculinity
and sexuality that are not overdetermined by US history and racial stereotypes.
In this context, interracial romance is concentrated in scenes of looking that are
also scenes of remembering, in which past, present, and future are palimpsestic
and inextricable.
The Western began as a popular fiction genre and then became a quintessential
film genre, setting narrative tropes and visual codes for Indianness that Alexie
explicitly engages. Accordingly, Alexie's collection is rife with references to the
Western, which functions as a funhouse mirror for Native American masculinity.'
Characters call themselves and other Indians Tonto, Crazy Horse, and Custer.
They imagine their roles as stock parts in tragedies and comedies: the doomed
Indian in a forbidden interracial romance, the stoic Noble Savage forced to suffer
silently, the Native American trickster challenging racial stereotype through
humor. Accordingly, "All I Wanted to Do Was Dance" begins with V'ictor Joseph
seeking to replace his painful memories of a white ex-girlfriend by dancing with
a Lakota woman, at whom he gazes as though "she was a reservation eclipse.
Full. He needed special glasses to look at her; he could barely survive her
reflection" (Alexie 2005, 83-84). The Lakota woman serves as a rebuke to Victor's
insecurities, blocking out his sense of self with her self-assurance. This moment
of looking in the present leads to a scene of remembering in the past; Victor
recalls a failed interracial romance, which replays in his mind like a traumatic
memory or a movie on repeat. Whereas he likens the Lakota woman to an eclipse
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darkening the sky, Victor remembers his white ex-girlfriend as blinding light, a
mirage that brings hope and despair in equal measure:
She wasn't beautiful exactly; she was like a shimmer in the distance. She was so
white his reservation eyes suffered.
"Hey," Victor asked. "Haven't you ever heard of Custer?"
"Have you ever heard of Crazy Horse?" she asked him.
In his memory she was all kinds of colors, but the only one that really mattered
was white. Then she was gone, and absence has no color. (Alexie 2005, 84)
In tbis passage, Alexie insists on metaphors of visuality—light and darkness,
glasses and reflections, shimmer and color—to suggest the problems facing
Victor's encounters with women, both Native and white. The two unnamed
women are both incommensurate with and identical to each other, like a
photographic negative and its (positive) print. In both encounters, lightness/
whiteness is what overexposes Victor's fragile sense of self. To continue the
metaphor, Victor's sense of himself as a Native American man develops through
his contact with white femininity. After the white girlfriend is gone, she leaves
a ghost image burned onto his vision. Her presence continues to be reflected
back at Victor, especially in his encounter with a Native American woman from
another tribe. White women seem to offer the promise of the American dream
in the future (a mirage in the distance), but, given US history, also prevent pantribal solidarity and threaten Native American communities.
Alexie's allusion to optical illusions like the mirage and the ghost image is
especially resonant in the context of his references to the Lakota leader Crazy
Horse. Crazy Horse famously refused to have his own photograph taken and
heroically fought to protect Native American lands and ways of life.-» I read
Alexie's emphasis on light, color, and (in)visibility as suggestive of photography
(especially flash photography), thus implying that Victor feels captured (and
blinded) by the white gaze in ways that Crazy Horse refused to be. Moreover,
Victor's invocation of Crazy Horse and Custer in the context of his failed
relationship suggests that contact between Native Americans and whites is
doomed to repeat the US history of domination and violence. The historical
antagonism between Native Americans and whites, symbolized by the epic battle
between George Armstrong Custer and Crazy Horse, continually threatens to
shape Native-white relations in the present.'
Since Crazy Horse defeated Custer at Little Big Horn, we can read this
scene as suggesting Victor's power over his ex-girlfriend as he reminds her of
what happened to the doomed Custer. Such a reading aligns Native American
men with warrior masculinity, suggesting Victor's sexual power is drawn from
his racial identity. Yet, as history proves, although Crazy Horse won that
battle. Native Americans overwhelmingly lost the war with US troops and in
governmental policy. In this longer historical context, Victor's name is ironic,
for Native Americans were not the winners in the protracted struggle against
white domination. In Crazy Horse's time, tribal communities were decimated
by war, territorial theft, and disease; in Victor's (and Alexie's) time they struggle
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with poverty, alcoholism, and violence on the reservation. As Becca Gercken
asserts, Alexie
portrays a contemporary Indian warrior culture that identifies with the heroism
of Crazy Horse, but that can repeat only the tragedy of Crazy Horse's fate.
Alexie's 'warriors,' at their best, invoke the traditions of Crazy Horse as an
assertion of their own survival and Indian-ness. At their worst, the men invoke
Crazy Horse to justify violence against themselves or others. Alexie himself
invokes Crazy Horse as an architectural element, shaping his poetry and prose
around specifically Indian notions of this legendary figure of the American
West." (Gercken 2009, 44)
Alexie's invocation of the Lakota hero is an example of pan-tribal identification,
as well as an acknowledgement of repeated cycles of tribal destruction at the
hands of whites.
Victor's imagined or remembered conversation with his white ex-girlfriend
thus suggests that interracial relations have long been a losing proposition: such
a romance may seem brilliant with possibility, but it is likely an optical illusion
that will leave Victor blinded (and therefore castrated). Interracial romance
may cause him to feel temporarily (and individually) triumphant, but only at
tremendous cost to the larger community. In this way, Alexie suggests that a
love affair between two individuals is a microcosm of larger social and historical
relationships. The narratives of US history demand that relationships between
white women and Indian men conform to the pattern of US-Native American
relations. And that means Victor will give up more of himself than he can
afford, sacrificing racial identification for personal gratification and losing his
masculine authority. In this narrative, despite the promise interracial romance
seems to offer, Alexie suggests that interracial romance threatens to kill souls
and destroy tribes.*
Tomine's grapbic novel tracks a different route through visuality and racial
fantasy, though similarly emphasizing how race-based anxieties can distort
men's self-image and harm their relationships, using the medium of a graphic
novel serves to underscore the visual codes undergirding US racial structures.
Seemingly refuting the model-minority stereotype of the high-achieving Asian
American, Tomine focuses on Ben Tanaka, a Japanese-American slacker.
Shortcomings centers on Ben's insecurities, particularly in terms of his sexuality
and masculinity. Ben's identity crisis is illustrated by his erotic gazes: at his
girlfriend Miko Hayashi and a pair of blonde white women who are objects of his
desire. Ben is haunted by stereotypes of Asian male sexual inadequacy, illustrated
by the racist joke that Ben recounts to his best friend, Alice Kim: "What's the
difference between Asian and Caucasian men?" Answer: "The cauc" (Tomine
2007, 57). This theme is underscored by the book's title. Shortcomings, and its
cover art, which features a ruler, literalizing Ben's fears that he fails to "measure
up" as a man, a (heterosexual) lover, and an American. Desiring white women
is Ben's way of refuting racist stereotypes, attempting to prove he is not stuck
in "'neutered Asian Friend' territory" (Tomine 2007, 46). As I will discuss later
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in the essay, Alice is an important figure of alternative contact in the graphic
novel; as a Korean-American woman and a lesbian, she serves as an essential
counterpoint to Ben's obsession with white women for heterosexual encounters.
As with Alexie's repetition of tropes ofvisuality, Tomine highlights how sexual
desires are shaped by visual codes with ideological implications. In particular.
Shortcomings is suffused with references to film genres and cinematic media: Ben
manages a university movie theater, Miko organizes an Asian-American film
festival; Ben watches lesbian sorority-girl porn with titles like Sapphic Sorority and
WELL, WE
OON'T HAVE TO
GO TO "iLEEP
AWAY.

Figures i & 2: Sasha (left) and Miko (right), from Adrian Tomine's Shortcomings.
© Adrian Tomine, 2004-2012.

All-Girl Action, Miko is the subject of artsy erotic photographs.' In particular,
Tomine uses the graphic novel to underscore how pornography as a medium
shapes representations of race and sexuality. In three separate scenes, he
brilliantly illustrates how Ben's desires are defined by mainstream pornographic
tropes that fetishize white women's bodies and lesbian sexuality for male
viewers. In the first of these scenes. Autumn Phelps is represented on the page as
though one of Ben's pornographic films has come to life: she blows kisses at Ben
through closed-circuit television cameras at the movie theater Ben manages.
Autumn eagerly participates in sexual fantasies centered on surveillance and
voyeurism. As Autumn tells Ben, "I like being watched. My therapist says I'm
an exhibitionist by nature" (2007, 22).* In the second, when Ben meets Sasha
Lenz, she is illustrated as Ben's ultimate sexual fantasy, a cigarette-smoking,
bisexual blonde bombshell. Tomine draws Sasha alone in the cartoon eel with
a come-hither stare and tousled hair, her body posed in three-quarter profile
to emphasize her large, shadowed breasts (fig. i). We see her here from Ben's
perspective, a Sapphic Sorority girl come to life (55). Everything about her pose and
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expression speaks to male fantasies and in particular to Ben's pornographic films
centered on heterosexual fantasies about white lesbian desire. She is his ultimate
sexual object, demanding his gaze while her own desires remain inscrutable. Like
any good tease, she leaves Ben wanting more.
In contrast with the pornographic fantasies Ben projects onto these two white
women, Tomine shows Ben to be incapable of recognizing the sexual desirability
of Miko, hisJapanese-American girlfriend—even when Tomine himself illustrates
her in highly provocative visual language. In a third scene, Tomine draws Miko
posed sexily in a tank top and panties (fig. 2) as she practically purrs, "Well,
we don't have to go to sleep right away" (19). While her scanty clothing and
suggestive words clearly promise sex, Ben is blind to the eroticism of the scene.
Miko poses straight-on, her nipples and navel showing, suggesting a body already
known by and available to Ben/the viewer. The implication is clear: Ben is not
turned on by Miko because she is too available, too familiar. As a fellow Asian
American, she is neither mysterious nor exotic to him and thus does not inspire
his pornographic fantasies and desires for assimilation. And, for Ben, without
fantasy, particularly racial fantasy, there is no sexual desire.
The similarities and differences between these three images of female
sexuality underscore the fact that Ben's desire depends on interracial fantasy; his
libido is provoked by the particular visual iconography of pornography with the
frisson of interracial sexuality with all-American blondes. By considering these
three moments together, it becomes evident that Ben's visual preferences have
been shaped by racial domination (assimilation) as much as by sexual domination
(patriarchy, pornography). Moreover, Tomine here reveals Ben's failure of vision,
since the reader is clearly invited to view Miko as an object of sexual desirability.
In this way, the medium of the graphic novel underscores the visual logic of
pornography, which relies upon racial and sexual stereotypes.
Taking Sherman Alexie's and Adrian Tomine's works together, we see that
both authors illustrate the power of the visual in scenes of interracial eroticism.
Victor and Ben desire white women in ways that both combat and confirm their
sense of racial insecurity and social inferiority. Both authors thus illustrate how
minority men's sexual desires are interwoven with racial fantasies and gender
anxieties. Tomine's and Alexie's male characters direct their desire for social
acceptance by the dominant (white) culture, and perhaps also their desire for the
invisible power of white privilege, into sexual desire for white women. Yet while
Ben repeatedly refuses to acknowledge Asian Americans' distinct experiences
in the US (echoing the neoliberal logic of the model minority myth, which
credits success or failure to individual will, not structural inequality), Victor
has a profoundly political and historical understanding of Native Americans'
treatment by whites (consistent with the more communitarian ethos of Native
American tribal identification). It is here that Alexie and Tomine most clearly
diverge. In Shortcomings, Ben's erotic gaze underscores his thorough identification
with whiteness and his longing for acceptance as a redblooded, heterosexual,
American man. In Alexie's short stories, Victor expresses greater self-awareness
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about the individual's role in history but feels no greater agency; Native American
and white women are similarly emasculating.
One way of understanding this difference lies with the choice of medium.
The graphic novel visually renders Ben's rejection of intra-racial or inter-ethnic
alliance (in other words, his rejection of alternative contact with other nonEuro-Americans) in stark black and white; Shortcomings literally depicts a world
without color, where whiteness is the only hue that matters to its protagonist
(and where the only sexual desires that matter are those of Ben himself). Alexie's
use of the short-story form relies upon the language (English) and narrative
conventions of domination (the Western), while rewriting those familiar tropes
to feature Indians as complicated heroes, not cardboard villains. Moreover, in
choosing to create a collection of overlapping tales featuring many of the same
characters, rather than a Euro-American bildungsroman, Alexie rejects the
ideology of individualism.
In the next section, I will explore the two authors' representations of the
relationship between past and present, particularly as it pertains to interracial
relationships. In Alexie's fictional universe, personal history is inseparable from
national (racial) history; the past impinges on the present, creating barriers for
interracial couples. Tomine suggests that Ben's desire simply to reverse historical
narratives of interracial romance (as a means of individual achievement) dooms
him to repeat the past. Both authors suggest that the only way out may be to
uncouple racial fantasy from sexual fantasy.
GENDERING BETRAYAL

In American history and literature, scenes of interracial sexuality are politically
charged, highlighting the possibilities of and limitations to inclusion in the
nation. Crucially, interracial sexuality has been profoundly asymmetrical in
terms of gender, with some relationships quietly sanctioned and others deemed
profoundly threatening. Alexie and Tomine's contemporary treatments of
interracial desire reflect the contradictory history of United States laws regarding
miscegenation (sex and/or marriage across the color line). In their works, we see
how the patterns set by centuries of inequality continue to affect interracial
dynamics in the present.
Historically, southern states focused on barring marriages between whites
and blacks, while western states passed anti-miscegenation statutes prohibiting
marriages between whites and Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino residents.'At the
level of enforcement, miscegenation laws were overwhelmingly used to prevent
black or Asian men from marrying white women.'° Relationships between white
men and black or Asian women were rarely prosecuted with equal zeal. Perhaps
surprisingly, US politicians took a different approach to marriages between
Native Americans and whites." By the end of the nineteenth century—with
Native American populations decimated by disease, war, and displacement, and
tribal ties weakened by discriminatory policies—white politicians and social
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scientists actually encouraged miscegenation between Native Americans and
whites as a means toward the further Americanization of Native Americans
(and destruction of tribal identification).'^ Such programs presumed white men
marrying, and thereby assimilating, their Native American wives; once again,
similar enthusiasm was not entertained for white women marrying Native men.''
Only with LowW^t;. Virginia (1967) did the US Supreme Court invalidate all racebased barriers to marriage."*
For centuries, interracial sexuality with whites tended to benefit nonwhite
women materially, such as providing financial security and the rights of
citizenship; this in turn provoked charges of racial betrayal by co-ethnics.''
Accordingly, Leslie Bow shows how Asian and Asian-American women have
served as "symbolic boundary markers for ethnic and national affiliations"
through their sexuality; they have been judged by various audiences according
to the logic of loyalty or betrayal (2001, 3). Similarly, Native American women
long have been assumed to negotiate assimilation through their sexuality; as
Beth Piatote argues, in popular US literature, "Indian women emblematized a
sacrificial love tbat would resolve tbe settlernative conflict," typically on terms
favorable to whites (2011, 96). For centuries, minority women's participation
in interracial relationships was understood by whites to signify assimilation;
co-ethnics often judged women in such relationships as disloyal to their race or
ethnic community.
By contrast, relationships between nonwhite men and white women have
been treated as criminal under the law and depicted as dangerous in popular
culture. Scenes of sexuality between nonwhite men and white women continue
to be powerful and provocative in the national imagination. Decades after the
legal end to any barriers to interracial relationships, both Alexie and Tomine
illustrate how the United States' racialized and gendered history continues to
shape contemporary minority men's identities. In particular, these authors show
the gender asymmetries inhering in popular attitudes about interracial desire.
Alexie shows his male characters fearing that they are trapped in historical
scripts from which they cannot break free, turning them—unwittingly,
unwillingly—into race traitors; thus, Alexie reinforces the continuing power
of collectivism over individualism. His characters understand and accept that
their actions have profound consequences for tribal communities. Tomine shows
how Ben rejects any wider historical context for or community claims on his
behavior; while ironizing Ben's hypocrisy, Tomine suggests that sexual betrayal
ought not to be understood in broad racial terms, but rather as private acts of
disloyalty committed between romantic partners. In this way, Tomine is, I would
argue, unconsciously symptomatic of the individualism at the heart of the model
minority myth, which continues to shape Asian-American identity.
One of the racialized and gendered histories that oppresses Alexie's
contemporary Native American man is the tradition of white men marrying and
abandoning Native American women. Such "temporary marriages" or "Indian
marriages" were shaped by Euro-American ideologies of selfish individualism and
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manifest destiny.'* That legacy continues to affect the present, as Victor explains
in "Because My Father Always Said He Was the Only Indian Who Saw Jimi
Hendrix Play 'The Star-Spangled Banner' at Woodstock": "On a reservation,
Indian men who abandon their children are treated worse than white fathers
who do the same thing. It's because white men have been doing that forever and
Indian men have just learned how. That's how assimilation can work" (Alexie
2005, 34). Although paternal abandonment is a form of family pathology long
attributed to poor and minority families in the US, Alexie shows its roots lie with
callow white men who exploited Native American women.''' Such abandonment
has since become a strategy adopted by Native American men toward their own
children, suggesting that "assimilation" is not confined to interracial desire
but more accurately refers to various practices of Native American family and
community destruction.
Alexie repeatedly returns to this concern with parental responsibility as a
mark of assimilation and racial oppression. "Junior Polatkin's Wild-West Show,"
which was edited out of the original publication but included in the 2005 reissue
of The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistflght in Heaven, features Junior attempting,

and largely failing, to forge new paths outside of the old racial scripts. After
Junior fathers a child with Lynn Casey, a white college classmate, he tries to
be a good parent to his son Sean, but "Lynn's parents refused to accept Sean
Casey's Indian blood and, in fact, exhibited a kind of denial that was nearly
pathological in its intensity" (2005, 240). While Lynn attempts to teach tribal
traditions to their son, her parents echo the US government's historical policies
of diluting, assimilating, and exterminating Native American blood. Consistent
with the logic of turn-of-the-century reformers, Lynn's parents believe that
their grandchild can be made entirely white. Further underscoring the threat to
Native American tradition and inheritance. Junior's son does not even have his
father's name. A child named "Sean Casey" who lives with his white mother and
grandparents is, for all intents and purposes, a white child. Junior's relationship
to his Son is reduced to occasional phone calls, emphasizing Junior's complete
visual erasure from Lynn and Sean's lives. In an echo of the nineteenth-century
trope of the Vanishing Indian, Junior is vanished from his son's life, reduced
to a ghostly voice on a telephone. While Junior does not want to abandon his
son, his wife's family effectively disappears him anyway; against his own will, he
becomes the pathological absent father. Such is the double betrayal, committed
by and against the Indian man who loves a white woman. Junior feels he has
inadvertently betrayed his tribe and he is betrayed in turn by being excluded
from his child's life. American history, asfilteredthrough popular culture, exerts
an inexorable pull on the present, distorting the contemporary Indian man's life
to fit a nineteenth-century script of domination.
In The Erotics of Sovereignty, Mark Rifkin redefines Native identity as "an
erotics" not limited to sexuality; such expansive language attempts to use "the
kinds of physicality, intersubjectivity, and vulnerability categorized and cordoned
off as 'sexuality' within dominant discourses as a starting point for mapping
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both the ongoing management of Indigenous politics and the forms of collective
perception and experience settler policy has sought to foreclose" (2012, 28-29).
In short, Rifkin aims to show how indigenous writers offer alternative, collective
modes of identification outside the logic of white supremacy. I see Alexie's fiction
as similarly emphasizing intersubjective "erotics" over mere "sexuality," the
collective over the individual. Alexie's references to sexual desire and parental
love, abandonment and loss, highlight the profound vulnerability in all kinds
of intersubjective intimacy. Rejecting historical definitions of betrayal based
on interracial sex or marriage, Alexie redefines Native American "disloyalty" as
the abandoning of one's responsibilities to others. Alexie makes clear that racial
disloyalty occurs whenever people sacrifice family and community. Yet having
historical awareness does not necessarily mean one has the power to change
contemporary conditions. The power dynamics of the past continue to shape
conditions of possibility in the present.
In stark contrast to Alexie's characters' melancholic self-awareness, in
Shortcomings, Tomine shows just how much Ben unselfconsciously identifies with
dominant cultural values, including the gendered double standard over racial
betrayal. Ben sees sleeping with white women as a refutation of racist jokes and
stereotypes. After Miko leaves the Bay Area for a four-month internship in New
York City, Ben proceeds to chase after blonde women. After striking out with the
young performance artist Autumn, he begins courting the bisexual Sasha. When
the pair are observed by an Asian-American man, Ben gloats to Sasha, "That guy
that just passed us. He had white-girl envy.. . . Now if he had been with a white
girl, too, we would've given each other the sign
It's kind of like a covert 'highfive'" (Tomine 2007, 68-69). This moment highlights Ben's understanding of
certain interracial dynamics as powerful and provocative. As an Asian-American
male, the blonde at his side serves as a status symbol, conveying his masculinity,
heterosexual prowess, and successful assimilation. He is keenly aware of the visual
symbolism of an Asian man with a stereotypically all-American blonde woman.'*
Ben thus insists that Asian men dating white women make a recognizable social
statement. Indeed, he imagines a fraternity of Asian men who date white women,
a secret society of those who have "made it." Having sex with white women clearly
signifies for Ben the reversal of Asian male feminization and desexualization,
though he gives no thought to any alternatives outside of this power dynamic (nor
does this inspire any racial-political awareness). Notably, Ben's friendship with
Alice Kim, a lesbian and first-generation Korean American, suggests alternative
forms of affiliation outside of the logic of assimilation and domination; however, it
is not until late in the graphic novel that Ben seems to acknowledge the potential
power and political significance of inter-ethnic identification.
Earlier in the book, Miko tries to explain the troubling politics of interracial
desire when she describes her discomfort with Ben's collection of white-girl
sorority porn: "How would you like it if I was obsessed with pictures of big,
muscular African American men?" she asks him. By referencing the stereotype of
the hypersexual black man, Miko attempts to reveal their individual participation
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in historical power relations. Yet Ben disavows any social meaning to his sexual
desires. Instead, he insists that "this stuff is just, you know . . . fantasy. It's
supposed to be different from reality... Otherwise, what's the point?" (29; ellipses
in original). Here Ben attempts to strictly separate reality from fantasy, racial
identity from sexual desire, individual behavior from structural inequalities.
Yet, as Tomine repeatedly illustrates, Ben's racial fantasies extend far beyond his
pornography preferences and in fact blind him to an expansive notion of erotics.
Ben desperately wants to live out his fantasy life, to become the hero of his
own interracial pornographic film. Yet this fantasy life prevents him from truly
engaging with other people: he pushes Miko away, he treats Autumn and Sasha
as sex objects rather than human beings, and he refuses community identification
with other Asian-Americans. His obsession with sexual-racial fantasy is his real
shortcoming; he is stunted, impotent, as a human being. Despite his denials, Ben's
fantasy life is defined by the history of Asian American male representations and
disenfranchisement. In failing to acknowledge the lessons of history, he dooms
himself to repeating it.
Ben's blindness is made manifest when he is faced with Miko's own interracial
romance with her new boyfriend Leon Christopher. Throughout the graphic
novel, Ben continually derides race as any kind of unifying experience, exemplified
by his mockery of an Asian-American digital film festival that Miko organizes.
Yet at the moment when Ben realizes he has lost Miko, he instinctively reaches
for racial solidarity as a way to keep her allegiance, accusing Miko of disloyalty.
He mocks Leon for orientalizing Asian women and condemns Miko for allowing
herself to be fetishized. Ben berates Miko for participating in this historically
familiar, genderedinterracial script: "But aren't you embarrassed to be used like
this? The Miko / know would've raked this girl over the coals! I mean, are you
serious about this ridiculous, faggoty white guy?" Miko insists, "I'm not being
used," asserting her independence from historical scripts (Tomine 2007, ioi). But
Ben uses all the tools available to shame her: questioning her racial loyalty and
insulting Leon's masculinity and sexuality. Ben sees Leon as a white guy with an
Asian fetish: a Tai Chi-practicing, Japanese-speaking, Chinese lantern-loving.
Oriental enthusiast. Ben attacks without any sense of irony, since Ben himself
serves as a sexual-racial novelty for the curious Sasha.''
What is more interesting to me than Ben's hypocritical jealousy is Miko's
response. Rather than defending Leon's masculinity or sexual prowess, Miko
instead engages with Ben on the issue of Leon's racial identity. Miko claims Leon
as a fellow ethnic minority, implying that their relationship, consequently, is not
defined by racial scripts: "You don't know him, okay? And if it really matters to
you, he's not white. . . . He's half Jewish, half Native American" (Tomine 2007,
IOI). At one level, Miko reveals her own hypocrisy; like Ben, she doesn't want
to see her sexual desires as conforming to historical patterns. But on another
level, I suggest we read Tomine as slyly challenging his readers to question what
it is we mean by "whiteness." On purely visual terms, Leon is distinguished by
his shaved head and hipster clothing rather than by the stereotypical features
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of either Jew or Indian (96). Yet from a historical perspective, we might read his
racial identity quite differently. Until the 1920s, Jews were only nominally white,
regularly excluded from admission to social clubs and universities on the basis of
race; likewise. Native Americans had long been excluded from the privileges of
whiteness and targeted for extermination and forced assimilation. Indeed, there
is something particularly pointed about the alliance between Asians, Jews, and
Native Americans: for several decades Asian immigrants have been described as
the "new Jews" in terms of their educational and economic advancement, while
Asians and Native Americans have been postulated to share phenotypic features
due to the Bering Strait "land bridge" hypothesis.^" Leon yokes groups that have
had different assimilation and economic trajectories in the US over the course
of the last two centuries. Jews have effectively "become white" and gained social
capital (particularly in the fields of art and entertainment) by fulfilling the role
of model minority, while Native Americans have been further marginalized,
geographically, economically, and socially as a consequence of continued tribal
identification. Yet in this brief exchange, Tomine reminds readers of their shared
history of exclusion. This moment of alternative contact suggests there are
profound commonalities among various minority groups, even those who now
seem to be "white." And yet, a name like "Leon Christopher" (much like "Sean
Casey") in no way indicates this more complex genealogy. In effect, Tomine asks
his readers whether phenotype (or name) trumps culture, religion, or a shared
history of exclusion in determining one's identity. One may be responding to
more than one racial history in the present.
Indeed, if at first readers share Ben's discomfort with Leon's apparently
Orientalist predilections, I suggest that Tomine complicates such a dismissal.
In a telling sequence, Leon speaks to Miko in Japanese, while Ben interrupts
in English from outside the eel (2007, 96). Visually, Leon seems to be more
authentically Asian (or Asian American) than Ben, since Leon is the one speaking
Japanese and sharing the frame with Miko." Tomine underscores Leon's facility
with the language, which makes problematic Ben's claims that Leon is nothing
but a poseur; after all, Ben does not speak Japanese. After Ben reacts badly to
Leon's attempt to calm him down, Leon defends himself and Miko with an
exaggerated Kung-Fu pose. Once again, Leon is aligned with Miko against Ben
and framed by Asian signifiers. I want to suggest that, although there is something
undoubtedly humorous about Leon's pose, on the visual plane, Tomine indicates
that Leon's Asian identification is no less (or more) authentic than Ben's. Indeed,
since Tomine uses no color in his drawings, there is no easy way to determine
any of the characters' racial identities visually; we must rely on how they identify
themselves and others in the text. The black lines on the white page do not reveal
skin-tone differences between Ben, Miko, and Leon. Even phenotypical markers
such as eye shape or hair texture fail to racially "out" Leon Christopher; he is
bald, and his eyebrows are indistinguishable from Ben's own. Within the blackwhite space of the graphic novel, phenotype ceases to offer reliable markers of
racial identity.
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In these ways, Tomine's text undermines the stability of race, both in terms of
whiteness and Asianness. Far from being neutral, blank, and normative, whiteness
is revealed to be every bit as constructed, ambiguous, and contextual as AsianAmerican (or Native American or Jewish) identity. So if race is an unreliable
construct, then how can we be sure what constitutes interracial romance, or
whether such relationships are inherently imbalanced? Does it make a difference if
Leon is a white man or an ethnic minority when he takes provocative photographs
of a Miko, a Japanese-American woman? Clearly, it makes a difference to Ben and
to Miko, but readers understand that both may be guilty of eroticizing racial
otherness. The differences between them are their genders and the genders of
their erotic objects: Ben sexualizes blonde white girls, while Miko allows herself
to be sexualized by Leon. In this way, Miko participates in the history of Asian
female exoticization and eroticization. Ben's desires may be less clichéd than
hers, but his sense of superiority is pure patriarchal privilege. By calling attention
to Ben's hypocrisy in judging Miko's relationship with Leon to be an act of racial
disloyalty. Shortcomings illustrates the ongoing gendered asymmetries that affect
attitudes toward interracial sex."At the same time, Tomine shows that not all
interracial relationships are defined (solely) by racial fantasies; Miko's relationship
with Leon seems to be based in shared interests (visual arts, Japanese language,
and Asian cultural forms) and intimacy, while Ben and Miko disagree on all of
these issues. Accordingly, Ben's anger and jealousy reveal more about his own
confused sense of identity than about Miko's racial loyalty or Leon's ethnicity.
Ultimately, whereas Alexie defines betrayal as the internalization of
assimilationist values to destroy Native American communities, Tomine
defines betrayal in individualist terms as the
inappropriate intimacy one person commits
against another. The true act of disloyalty is
not interracial romance, but the bringing of
another party to the couple's bed. This is a
crime of which both Miko and Ben are guilty,
and Tomine illustrates tbis equivalence in the
repeated (highly cinematic) image of a woman's
hair lying post-coitally tousled on the couple's
flowered pillowcase. We first see Sasha's blond
hair from Ben's perspective, and then Miko's
dark hair as it appears in a photograph taken of
her by Leon (whicb I will discuss further in the
next section). Both Ben and Miko are equally
guilty of sexual disloyalty. Yet even here,
Tomine suggests that these two acts of betrayal
are not equivalent, for Sasha remains nothing
more than a sexual symbol; her face is out of
Figure 3: Sasha's hair on pillow, from
the frame, her blonde hair a metonym for her
Adrain Tomine's Shortcomings,
© Adrian Tomine, 2004-2012.
whiteness and Americanness (fig. 3). In contrast.
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Miko is centered within Leon's photographic frame (coterminous with Tomine's
eel), and Miko gazes directly at the camera eye (cartoon eel), suggesting that Miko
has a great deal of agency in this exchange (fig. 4). Echoing the image of Miko
inviting Ben to bed (fig. 2), Miko looks directly at Leon, and he clearly recognizes
her desirability. Previous racial scripts are not, in fact, adequate to describe all
interracial encounters. But in each of these scenes, betrayal is committed by and
against individuals, not communities; as such, Tomine illustrates the particular
racial logic of the model minority myth.
FILM GENRES AND RACIAL SCRIPTS

Both Tomine and Alexie illustrate how visual culture is predicated on particular
racial-sexual fantasies and suggest the paralyzing limitations they put on
contemporary minority men and their interracial relationships. In particular, both
authors show how certain film genres serve to perpetuate historical inequalities
by providing paradigmatic scripts that reduce individuals to stereotypes:
Alexie illustrates how the Western distorts Native American masculinity and
sexuality, while Tomine emphasizes the role of mainstream (white, heterosexual)
pornography in shaping Ben's sexual fantasies and insecurities.
Both authors highlight the ways that film genres affect one's sense of self
and otherness, desire and desirability, particularly around scenes of interracial
sexuality. Interracial plots typically feature a powerful, noble white man who
encounters, dominates, and transforms the racialized, feminized Other into an
assimilated American citizen. Perhaps the most familiar version of this narrative
is the tale of Pocahontas and John Smith (and/or John Rolfe), which continues to
be a source of inspiration for films such as Disney's Pocahontas (1995) and Terrence
Malick's The New World (2005). When Native American men appear on screen
or on the page, they are frequently presented either as sexless sidekicks, doomed
lovers, or violent rapists. All of these stereotypes reinforce the notion of the
Vanishing Indian, of Native American tribes and cultures being doomed (by fate
or manifest destiny or Christian justice) to extinction.
Hollywoodfilmssimilarly limit Asian-American male characters to the role of
foreign Others in need of transformation into "good," "loyal" citizens. As Elaine
Kim explains, in American literature and film, "the 'good' Asians are the helpless
heathens to be saved by Anglo heroes or the loyal and lovable allies, sidekicks,
and servants" (1982, 4). Even when Asian men are presented sympathetically,
they commonly are marginalized and desexualized. As Celine Parrefias Shimizu
explains, Asian-American men continue to be depicted as "asexual, effeminate,
and gay" in contemporary popular culture; such an "easy and inaccurate
assessment of asexuality, effeminacy, and homosexuality as {racial} emasculation"
does further damage by reifying narrow genders and sexualities (2012, 3). Such
popular stereotypes reinforce the impossibility of recognizable forms of AsianAmerican masculinity, which is part of the paradox of the model minority myth:
being a good citizen but a failed man.
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Accordingly, interracial romances are particularly fraught; as Gina
Marchetti explains, Hollywood films typically reduce miscegenation to "stories
involving rape, captivity, seduction, salvation, sacrifice, assimilation, tragic and
transcendent love.... Because sexual relations and taboos fundamentally define
individual, family, clan, ethnic, and ultimately national identities, sexual liaisons
with people of color pose a threat to the maintenance of white male hegemony
within American society" (1994, 8). Both Tomine and Alexie show their young,
male protagonists struggling with and against such schematic racial scripts,
searching for alternatives to demonization or emasculation.
Alexie illustrates just how pervasive these Hollywood images of Indianness
are in American culture and how deeply they have sunk into Native American
men's unconscious. Even in his sleep. Junior feels trapped by the interracial script
and its effects on Native American communities.^^ In the title story, "The Lone
Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven," the genre of the Western sets the rules
for Junior's relationship with his white girlfriend Lynn Casey (the future mother
of his child), illustrated by this dream/nightmare:
In one dream, she was a missionary wife and I was a minor war chief We fell
in love and tried to keep it secret. But the missionary caught us fucking in the
barn and shot me. As I lay dying, my tribe learned of the shooting and attacked
the whites all across the reservation. I died and my soul drifted above the
reservation.
Disembodied, I could see everything that was happening. Whites killing
Indians and Indians killing whites. At first it was small, just my tribe and the
few whites who lived there. But my dream grew, intensified. Other tribes arrived
on horseback to continue the slaughter of whites, and the United States Cavalry
rode into battle.
The most vivid image ofthat dream stays with me. Three mounted soldiers
played polo with a dead Indian woman's head. When I first dreamed it, I thought
it was just a product of my anger and imagination. But since then, I've read
similar accounts ofthat kind of evil in the old West. (Alexie 2005,186)'''

Even in his dreams. Junior cannot escape the tragic plot of the Noble Savage.
Romantic encounters between white women and Indian men morph into the
generic plots of Hollywood Westerns, with the Indian man, and ultimately his
entire tribe, punished for his transgression of racial boundaries. Interracial
romance becomes a form of adultery: illegitimate, dangerous, and doomed. As
the last paragraph makes clear, such fantasies are not merely the stuff of fiction
or nightmare. Rather, history tells of death and cultural annihilation for Native
American tribes and their cultural traditions. Alexie repeatedly shows how
an individual's acts have consequences for the collective, how the personal is
interwoven into communal patterns. The past exerts an ineluctable pull on the
present—and it does so according to particular generic forms.
The idea that the past works especially powerfully via the logic and plot of
popular film genres is especially evident in "Junior Polatkin's Wild-West Show."
In this story. Junior quite literally cannot imagine his relationship with the
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"beautiful blonde woman" he met in college outside of a film script: "Junior had
probably seen too many movies in his life, so he imagined their conversation was
a movie. He imagined that Mel Gibson would play him and Kim Basinger would
play Lynn. But he changed his mind. He wanted this movie to be classic, to be
the best movie put to film. It would star Robert De Niro and Meryl Streep. And
in a real character stretch. De Niro would play Lynn and Meryl would play him,
complete with reservation accent." When he shares this fantasy of American film
greatness with Lynn, her response is to return him to a Hollywood caricature:
"You know what? I think it should be made into a western, starring Clint
Eastwood and Sigourney Weaver" (Alexie 2ooy, 237).^'
While Junior's imagination in the above passage is bound by the conventions
of cinematic romance, he is remarkably free of racial typecasting. He imagines
himself suitably portrayed by i99os-era action star Mel Gibson (who was not
then known for racist, misogynist, anti-Semitic diatribes). When he seeks to
upgrade his fantasy to the level of a serious film, he chooses Robert DeNiro to
play him, embracing the gravitas and simmering anger of the Academy Awardwinning actor. As he grows more excited by this vision, he even sheds gender
stereotypes, reveling in the idea that the great chameleon Meryl Streep could
play him in the movie of his life, illustrating her pitch-perfect vocal mimicry and
ability to disappear into every role. Yet when he shares this delightful fantasy
with Lynn, she immediately relegates him to the genre of the Western, where
his options are profoundly limited: he must play the role of stoic, stony-faced
cowboy, while Lynn imagines herself being portrayed by a thoroughly modern
(and androgynous) female action hero. In effect, Lynn removes the romance from
their relationship, imagining a battle between good and evil: Ellen Ripley versus
the Man with No Name.
The inability to be seen simultaneously as Indian and hero is a central problem
for Alexie's male characters. Junior falls in love with Lynn, a smart, supremely
confident future teacher who describes herself as "Irish," although she wields
the privileges of whiteness, particularly with regard to writing the script of their
relationship. Junior immediately is awed by and attracted to her, but she "looked
hard at Junior, [and] dismissed him as a threat" (Alexie 2005, 234). When the two
consummate their flirtation, Lynn traps Junior in popular stereotype, eliding his
individuality: "Lynn touched Junior's brown skin and smiled. She realized that
all those sexual stereotypes about Indians were both true and false, but then she
also realized that there were no sexual stereotypes about Indians" (238). This
paradox—between overdetermination and invisibility—is a central problem of
interracial romance for the Native American man in the United States. Junior is
simultaneously exotic and unknown, familiar as a stock film character but utterly
unknowable as a leading man (or a unique individual). Junior and Lynn have only
the tropes of the Western to define their romance. When she gets pregnant, she
keeps the child, but sbe has no room for Junior in their family. He is pushed offscreen, becoming a minor character in Lynn's and his son's lives.
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Figure 4: Leon's photographs of Miko, from Adrian Tomine's Shortcomings. © Adrian Tomine,
2004-2012.

Tomine is likewise interested in the limitations of film tropes as a model of
interracial romance, although his genre of choice is pornography and other forms
of racial eroticization. As I discussed in the previous section, Tomine makes clear
that Ben's outrage at Miko's relationship with Leon is hypocritical. But what is
far more interesting is that it is only when Miko is made visible as the object of
another man's racial fantasy—that is, as a racialized sex object—that Ben feels
anything toward her. In keeping with the book's obsession with optics, Leon
is a photographer who takes pictures of Miko posed in states of dishabille (fig.
4). I argue that Ben's jealousy is stoked not by the fact of Miko's infidelity but
rather by these images, which are used to advertize a chic New York boutique
(Tomine 2007, 77). Ben effectively requires Miko's eroticization, exoticization.
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and commodification by another man (a "white" man) in order to recognize
Miko's desirability. Once again, the neoliberal virtues of commodification and
privatization define Asian-American racialization.
As with Ben's racialized response to pornography, here we see the mutual
imbrications of racial and sexual fantasy. Ben rebuffs Miko when she is in the
flesh before him, but when she is made into a sexual object in a series of erotic
photographs used to sell clothing for a hipster boutique, he immediately recognizes
her desirability. In accordance with the conventions of erotic photography, in
these photos Miko gazes languidly at the camera and at her own reflection in a
mirror, fascinated by her own objectification and commodification. In each of
these images, the camera gaze cuts her body into discrete parts, emphasizing
her breasts, face, and bare back. She is an aesthetic object, not a person, and she
belongs to a long tradition of erotic photographs of exotic women. Tomine thus
suggests the power of pornographic visual tropes, and their destructive effect on
real-life relationships. As Slavoj Zizek explains, "Cinema is the ultimate pervert
art. It doesn't give you what you desire. It tells you how to desire" {Pervert's Guide
to Cinema 2006). The cinematic conventions of pornography have taught Ben
how to desire. And he doesn't know how to operate outside of that framework.
Cinematic tropes rely upon long, specific, racialized histories with distinct
visual codes of dominance. Such tropes profoundly limit one's options for social
interaction. Yet, without these conventions, characters like Ben and Junior seem
unable to act.
ALTERNATIVES TO THE HETEROSEXUAL INTERRACIAL SCRIPT

As both Alexie and Tomine make clear, the heterosexual romance is inextricably
bound up in racial fantasies of domination. Both authors express pessimism about
the ability of individuals to create new relationship outside of these gendered and
racial scripts. Ben has no great epiphany that shows him how to be a better person
or a new kind of man; Junior and Victor remain in states of limbo, uncertain
where their lives are headed or what kinds of relationships to pursue. Yet each
author gestures toward a possible alternative in homosexual relationships, which
might offer more egalitarian forms of eroticism.^'
For Alexie, interracial romance is burdened by the legacy of racial, gender,
and sexual domination defining heterosexual relationships between Indians and
whites: white men's historical exploitation of Indian women, and the Western's
exploitative depictions of Indian warriors raping white women settlers. While
Junior and Victor continually seek new forms of romance outside these racial
scripts, a minor character may actually live out an alternative. Norma Many
Horses is a figure of hybridity and balance: she "could dance Indian and white.
And that's a mean feat, since the two methods of dancing are mutually exclusive"
(2005,200). Just as Norma seamlessly moves between Native American and white
dance styles, she freely crosses racial-sexual boundary lines: "Some nights Norma
took an Indian cowboy or a cowboy Indian back to her tipi. And that was good.
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Some people would have you believe it's wrong, but it was two people sharing
some body medicine. It wasn't like Norma was out snagging for men all the
time. Most nights she just went home alone and sang herself to sleep" (202-203).
Norma is a figure of utter self-possession, a woman who doesn't need anyone to
tell her what her role is in sex or romance. For her, sex is a tool of healing, not a
weapon with which to infiict pain or shame; sex is an act of generosity between
two people, not a way to fill a hole within herself
Yet Junior admires Norma for another reason: "Some people said that Norma
took a woman home with her once in a while, too. Years ago, homosexuals were
given special status within the tribe. They had powerful medicine. I think it's
even more true today, even though our tribe has assimilated into homophobia. I
mean, a person has to have magic to assert their identity without regard to all the
bullshit, right?" (2005, 202-203). This moment makes clear, as Stephen F. Evans
writes, "that the rise of homophobia among Indians in recent years is ultimately
a lamentable manifestation of^ the effects of European colonization" (2010, 202).
Junior's acknowledgment of the effect of settler colonialism on Native attitudes
toward sex and gender underscores Norma's ñuid sexuality as a form of alternative
contact. Norma represents a powerful mode of healing and intra-ethnic intimacy,
one that Alexie explicitly ties to pre-first-contact values within the tribe."' For
Norma, sex is a bridge between individuals and communities. Moreover, her
sense of ease with herself—as female, Indian, American, heterosexual and
homosexual—provides Junior with a vision for love, romance, and sex outside
of the racial-sexual script. Her ability to create "body medicine" with men and
women, Indians and whites, without regard for what other people think, is the
greatest magic that Junior can imagine.
Ina similar fashion, Tomine tentatively points toward the lesbian relationship
between Alice Kim and Meredith Lee as a path to equality through alternative
contact. Although Alice, like Ben, has a history of inappropriate desires (especially
for young blondes) and behaviors (responding violently to antagonisms), her
rivalry-turned-romance with Meredith suggests a shift away from domination,
toward equality and mutual respect. Meredith in particular seems to be Tomine's
embodiment of a new paradigm for racial, sexual, and gender identity: sbe is a
hybrid figure not paralyzed by self-consciousness or insecurity. Her hybridity
is manifold; she is of mixed-race heritage (she has a white father and Taiwanese
mother), she is an out lesbian, and she comfortably challenges traditional
gender roles with her boyish-yet-chic style of dress. Her relationship with the
Korean-American Alice is thus a form of alternative contact, of intimacy not
defined by the dominant culture's (white, patriarchal, and heterosexual) values.
Moreover, their relationship suggests the political power of pan-ethnic Asian
American community.
Throughout Shortcomings, Tomine has suggested that all desire is fundamentally
objectifying. However, Meredith and Alice seem to get outside this, provoking
readers to wonder whether they are exceptional because they are queer, because
they are both Asian American, or because neither has artistic pretensions.^* I
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think the answer lies, once again, in Tomine's treatment of visual tropes. While
Ben is turned on by lesbian porn, he is repulsed by actual lesbian sex when he
overhears the two women in Meredith's apartment, as he tries to sleep on the
couch (2007, 84). Covering his ears with his pillow to block out the sounds of
their moans, Ben's distaste should be understood as stemming from the fact
that neither Alice nor Meredith is an exotic-erotic object acting for his pleasure
and he cannot see them in action. Pornography is a thoroughly visual medium in
which women typically are rendered objects for the male gaze (coded as white,
patriarchal, heterosexual); however, here Ben is utterly excluded from Meredith
and Alice's activities. This scene deliberately positions Ben uncomfortably
outside the sphere of visual pleasure. As Laura Mulvey famously explains with
regard to mainstream film—and even more so to mainstream pornography—"In
a world ordered by sexual imbalance, pleasure in looking has been split between
active/male and passive/female
In their traditional exhibitionist role women
are simultaneously looked at and displayed, with their appearance coded for
strong visual and erotic impact so that they can be said to connote to-be-looked-atness" (1975,11). Ben, who favors lesbian pornography, finds actual lesbian sexuality
anything but arousing when he is denied the pleasure of being in the active role
of male spectator. This moment of homophobic discomfort underscores Ben's
immaturity and the role of gendered film conventions in shaping his desires. Ben
has yet to understand his own complicity in structures of domination.
Shortcomings illustrates the relationship between seeing too much (Miko's
sexuality as photographed by Leon), seeing too little (Alice and Meredith
having sex unseen), and being blind to what is right in front of oneself (Miko's
desirability). For Ben, desire is so tied to conventional racial-sexual scripts that he
literally cannot imagine any alternatives. In contrast, Alice and Meredith seem
to be in a healthy relationship. More than their gender or sexual orientation,
what makes their relationship noteworthy is that both parties accurately see each
other; compared to Ben or Miko, they have a notable lack of racial fantasy in
their relationship: they were "competitorls]" and "rivals" at Mills College before
they were friends or lovers (Tomine 2007, 83). While Tomine's attitude toward
his protagonist is always ambivalent, he seems to endorse Alice and Meredith's
relationship as refreshingly undistorted by cinematic conventions of racial-sexual
fantasy and the model minority myth.^'
For both Alexie and Tomine, queer desire offers the possibility of romance
outside of the gendered script of interracial sex. Lesbian and bisexual women
are particularly crucial figures for mitigating the divides between homosociality
and homosexuality, men and women, minority and white subjects. With their
ambivalence toward normative heterosexuality and gendered racial roles (or, if
you prefer, racialized gender roles) Alexie's The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistflght
in Heaven and Tomine's Shortcomings share features with "queer native texts,"
Rifkin's term for works that "make tools to transform the residual and potential
into the emergent, a process of healing that takes feeling as a basis for further
materializing possibilities other than those sanctioned by the state" (2012, 31).
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Both authors show how feeling bad(ly) might be necessary in order to forge new
forms of minority manhood and to invent new interracial dynamics that do not
reproduce historical forms of domination, exploitation, and violence. Read this
way, Alexie and Tomine push their readers to move beyond the frame of the
cinematic convention, the graphic-novel eel, and the page.
THE SENSE OF AN ENDING

While female characters like Norma, Alice, and Meredith offer tantalizing
glimpses into alternative, egalitarian erotic arrangements, the male protagonists
of these two works are left uncertain about their futures. In The Lone Ranger
and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven, Junior continues to want life to follow the familiar
contours of a movie: "He wanted to imagine that he was walking off into the
sunset, into a happy ending. But he knew that all along the road he traveled,
there were reservation drive-ins, each showing a new and painful sequel to the
first act of his life" (Alexie 2005,242). In a similar fashion. Shortcomings ends with
Ben heading off into the unknown, his life a blank slate and his future as yet
unimaginable. The final page shows Ben alone on an airplane, looking out the
window, uncertain of where to go or what to do next. The final frame features
Ben staring into avast plane of whiteness, indicating his own inability to see his
future and suggesting his failure to develop a sense of belonging to any ethnic
community, save (white) American culture (Tomine 2007,108).
Despite the notes of anxiety on which these books end, I suggest this uncertainty
and irresolution nonetheless is productive, as these male protagonists are left to
redefine their desires in new terms, outside of the gendered and racialized plots of the
movies. In the absence of scripted desire from American history and cinematic
conventions, Ben's and Junior's futures are unknowable precisely because they
are unvisualizable. As stand-ins for their authors, Ben and Junior are tasked with
finding new forms of relationships and inventing new images and endings for
their heroes. Sexuality may be deeply enmeshed in familiar gendered roles and
racial stereotypes, yet we ought not reproduce the power dynamics that have
historically accompanied those configurations. Like Ben and Junior, readers are
tasked with learning the past in order to write (and draw and film) new futures.
Despite these similarities, I have strived to underscore key differences
between these works. Alexie's heroes continue to struggle to make their way
in the world, but they (and their author) retain their commitment to tribal
communities, rejecting any future that defines success solely in individualist
terms. Tomine's protagonist may be a slacker who refuses the upward mobility
expected of Asian Americans as model minorities, yet he remains aligned with
American individualism and suspicious of racial solidarity; fittingly, the author's
own attitude is thoroughly ambivalent, suggesting perhaps Tomine's inability or
unwillingness to imagine contemporary Asian-American identity outside of the
neoliberal logic of the model minority myth.
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Both Alexie and Tomine suggest the potential, as well as the limitations, of
their respective mediums to articulate the role of visuality in ethnic masculinity.
In telling this story by writing in English, using the short story form, Alexie
reveals the double bind of the minority author: while refusing to endorse
conventional narratives and visual tropes of interracial sexuality, he does so only
by writing in the language and medium of the oppressor. Given the publishing
audience for literaryfiction,Alexie writes to white audiences to make his appeal.'"
Nevertheless, by writing interrelated short stories, rather than a conventional
coming-of-age novel, Alexie emphasizes Native American community bonds.
Tomine's work is also ambivalent about its medium; while Ben cannot see the
sexual desirability of both white and Asian-American women, the reader clearly
is meant to be aroused by Sasha and Miko, with their conventional beauty and
attractive bodies. Given the demographics of graphic-novel readers, his imagined
audience likely includes white, heterosexual males. Just as Alexie and Tomine
suggest the dangers of visual and film conventions, both authors highlight the
power and the limitations of the novel to interrogate the trope of visuality in
scenes of racial eroticism. As readers, we are left to ponder the emptiness: of
what has yet to be said, of what has yet to be imagined into being. In this way,
both texts expediently pass on their work to their readers, some of whom will
undoubtedly feel reaffirmed in their prejudices, while others will seek out new
scripts, new plots, and new forms to tell unfamiliar stories.
NOTES

' For more on the origins and ideology of the model minority myth, see Lee (2007) and
Jun (2011).
' Critics of Alexie's early writings, especially The Lone Rangerand Tonto Fistfight in Heaven,
have argued that his work perpetuates negative stereotypes. For example, Louis Owens
writes that Alexie "shows Indian communities in dysfunctional disarray, fragmented
and turned inward in a frenzy of alcoholism and mutual self-destruction" (1998, 76).
Gordon E. Slethaug argues that the film adaptation Smoke Signals is more sympathetic
and less reliant on stereotypes than the short-story collection on which it was based
(2003,131).

' References to Westerns recur to highlight film models for survival and stoicism. In
"The Approximate Size of My Favorite Tumor," Jimmy Many Horses uses humor and
the movies to deal with his terminal cancer; when his wife Norma ignores his jokes,
Jimmy mocks her "momentary stoic look that impressed me with its resemblance to
generations of television Indians. 'Oh, what is that?' I asked. 'Your Tonto face?'" (Alexie
2005,155). When Jimmy hitches a ride, he notes approvingly that the driver brought the
pickup "to a quick but decidedly cinematic stop" (157).
•* After Crazy Horse's death, the Paiute messiah Wovoka founded the Ghost Dance
religion to protect Native Americans against whites.
' Victor and his white girlfriend's allusion to Crazy Horse and Custer also suggests a kind
of queer, homoerotic romance between the two nineteenth-century combatants. What
does it mean to think of Custer and Crazy Horse as participants in a doomed love affair?
One way of understanding this is Eric Lott's notion of "love and theft" as the social glue
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binding whites and African Americans together; a similar combination of eroticism
and exploitation defines relationships between whites and Native Americans in the US
(1993)'
^ In his later work, Alexie depicts interracial relationships with greater variety and nuance.
His short-story collections Ten Little Indians (2003) and War Dances (2009) feature
reservation and urban Indians, mixed-race and mixed-tribe couples, heterosexual and
homosexual pairings. The stories in these later collections seem to accept ambivalence,
complexity, and paradox as a natural part of the contemporary human condition,
although Alexie continues to explore the limits of multicultural tolerance when it
comes to sex. For more on Alexie's treatment of urban Indians in the multicultural city
of Seattle, see Ladino (2009).
' Each of the graphic novel's chapters opens with a different visual medium and a new
constellation of racial and erotic desires: chapter one opens with a film about ChineseAmerican identity and family, which Ben finds terribly corny but Miko finds moving;
chapter two opens with a ridiculous avant-garde performance art piece by Autumn;
chapter three opens with Leon's sexy art photographs of Miko.
' Moreover, Autumn may well be further acting out fantasies of androgyny and pedophilia,
since she is dressed in a men's necktie and girlish hair barrettes. This suggests that she
may have fantasies of her own of which Ben remains unaware.
' In 1949, twenty-nine states had laws prohibiting some form of interracial marriage.
These anti-miscegenation laws affected small minority populations in unexpected
ways. For example, in the 1910s, Punjabi men in Southern California frequently married
Mexican or Mexican-American women, since women of other races were forbidden by
law (Leonard 1993,145-60).
'° Since the 1840s, Asian male immigrants (first from China, and then from Japan,
Korea, and the Philippines) were aggressively recruited as a cheap labor source. In
contrast, Asian female immigrants had been prohibited from immigration by a variety
of practices, beginning with the 1875 Page Law, which defined all female Chinese
immigrants as prostitutes. As a result, throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, Asian immigrants resided overwhelmingly in "bachelor communities" of
co-ethnics. A Harper's Weekly political cartoon from 1869, captioned "Pacific Railroad
Complete," illustrates popular anxieties about white women desiring Asian men. This
sort of gender bias was also evident in legislation such as the Cable Act (1922), which
stated that white women who married Asian men and left the country for several years
could lose their citizenship. No similar legislation applied to white men who married
Asian women; to the contrary, the War Brides Act (1945) assured US soldiers that their
foreign wives would be granted full US citizenship.
" While African Americans and Native Americans were similarly targeted by government
laws, the "taint" of Indian blood was assumed to pertain only to the next generation,
while "negro" blood persisted through the generations.
" Illustrating the attitude that assimilation led to extermination, in an 1898 speech Dr.
Ales Hrdlicka, the Czech anthropologist who served as the first curator of physical
anthropology at the US National Museum (now the Smithsonian Institution National
Museum of Natural History), declared that "the future of the North American Indian
would be extinction as a separate race" through marriage with whites {New York
Times, December 28,1898). Under US government policies, miscegenation with Native
Americans became an essential tool for American expansion. Under US allotment
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policy, the "half-breed" offspring that resulted from such unions were expected to
Americanize their tribes.
'' By 1879, the US government began forcibly assimilating Indian children by sending
them to boarding schools, where they were trained in industrial trades and domestic
labor. In 1887, the General Allotment Act (Dawes Act) transferred tribal reservation
lands into individual, private parcels. Only individual landowners were eligible for US
citizenship, and only if they could prove "competence"—that is, if they assimilated to
settler colonial expectations of private property, land management, individualism, and
comportment. The Dawes Act also encouraged the creation and maintenance of tribal
rolls. Thereafter, the US government required individuals to provide evidence of onequarter Native American blood in order to receive federal benefits. This requirement,
combined with assimilation efforts, were part of a long-term strategy to reduce the
number of Indians eligible for land claims. For more on the relationship between
allotment and citizenship, see Piatote (2013), Chang (2010), and Stremlau (2ori). Eor
more on tribal enrollment, see Meyer (1999), Strong and Van Winkle (1996), and Waters
(2005).

"• Loving V. Virginia was about the marriage between Mildred Jeter, a black woman,
and Richard Loving, a white man. For a multitude of reasons, not least of which was
the racial-gender dynamic of Jeter and Loving, their case was used to challenge the
constitutionality of miscegenation laws. The Supreme Court might not have been as
sympathetic to a black husband with a white wife. For more on the case, see Wallenstein
(2002).

'' Susan Koshy (2004) has shown how Asian and Asian-American women have been able
to gain American identities primarily through their sexuality, as in the War Brides Act
of 1945.
"' See Mourning Dove's novel Cogewea, the Half Blood; A Depiction of the Great Montana
Cattle Range (1927) for an illustration of this paradigm.
•' The 1965 Moynihan Report infamously attributed African-American poverty to single
motherhood, setting off decades of politicians blaming minority communities for
failing to achieve the American Dream.
'* Miko senses this, explaining her discomfort at Ben's pornography preferences: "It's like
you're obsessed with the typical western media beauty ideal, but you're settling for me"
(Tomine 2007, 29).
•' Tomine reiterates the possibility that women might have racial-sexual fantasies of their
own when he has Sasha treat Ben as an exotic conquest or proof of her multicultural
tolerance. When the two have sex, he confesses, "This is the first time I've ever been
with" a white woman; in return, Sasha tells Ben that he is also a "first" for her (2007,
64-65; ellipses in original). Ben's reaction to learning that he is playing a role in a white
woman's racial-sexual fantasy is unclear. The two have sex, but she breaks up with him
soon after, suggesting that his discomfiture led to performance anxiety.
'° Alexie, too, plays with interethnic identification and alternative contact. In "Fearful
Symmetry," a story from War Dances, the protagonist is afilmeditor who identifies Jews
as the "original nomads" who created the film industry in the American West (2009,
165). In his film The Business of Fancydancing, Alexie refers to the "land bridge" theory
to comic effect when his protagonist, Seymour Polatkin (clearly another stand-in for
Alexie, although notably gay), responds to a fan at a book signing by saying, "I know,
that land bridge thing. Yup, I get mistaken for Asian all the time" (2002).
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" According to Rei Magosaki, who translated the Japanese for me, Leon's Japanese is
perfectly grammatical and is, furthermore, "colloquial boy speech" meaning either "Did
you know that they were here?" or "Did you know that they'd be here?" This further
underscores Leon's facility with the Japanese language, which makes problematic Ben's
claims that Leon is nothing but a poseur; after all, Ben himself does not speak any
Japanese. Email correspondence with Rei Magosaki, July 18, 2012.
" As Leslie Bow explains, "Accusations of betrayal [committed by racialized women}
enable an understanding of the processes by which identifications (and thus identities
themselves) emerge through contestation with competing group affiliations" (2001, 29).
'' Even when Native American men are protagonists, in white-authored texts they appear
as tragic figures like Alessandro Assis, the doomed Native American hero of Helen
Hunt Jackson's influential novel Ramona (1884).
'•• Much like Victor struggles to disentangle himself from the memory of US-Native
relations, in the title story of the collection Junior describes interracial romance as a
zero-sum game: "I walked through that relationship with an executioner's hood. Or
more appropriately, with war paint and sharp arrows. She was a kindergarten teacher
and I continually insulted her for that" (Alexie 2005,185). Lynn's occupation emphasizes
the role of white woman as cultural authority. Junior's reflexive antagonism is exhibited
by his derisive epithets of "schoolmarm," reiterating the stock roles of a Western film. If
she is the white schoolteacher, then he must be either the dangerous, sexually rapacious
Indian or the "noble savage" whom she can transform into a proper citizen.
^' In this story. Junior similarly describes dreaming of being "a gunfighter with braids and
a ribbon shirt. He wouldn't speak English, just whisper Spokane as he gunned down
Wild Bill Hickok, Bat Masterson, even Billy the Kid. Junior dreamed his name would
be Sonny Six-Gun and he dreamed that white and Indian people would sing ballads
about him" (Alexie 2005, 232). Here we see his fantasy of reversing the Western, of
being the powerful action figure praised by whites and Indians alike. Yet even here
Junior reverts to type: the savage warrior brave.
*' The racial and power dynamics of non-heterosexual relationships is central to Alexie's
film The Business ofFancydancing. In the film, Seymour Polatkin is a successful poet who
is in a relationship with a white man in Seattle. Seymour is not particularly sympathetic
as a character, but he does escape the roles of Noble Savage or sidekick. While this
gay version of the interracial romance seems to avoid the gendered pitfalls evident in
"Junior Polatkin's Wild-West Show," this is achieved at the cost of all tribal ties.
"' For more on the history of homosexuality and gender variability within Native American
tribes, see Jacobs, Thomas, and Lang (1997) and Roscoe (1992) and Roscoe (1998).
'* It is worth noting that Alice earlier made clear that having a perceived common racial
identity (Asian American) does not necessarily correspond to a feeling of community.
She points out that her Korean family "would spot {Ben's} Japanese ass a mile away"
(25). Nevertheless, she still asks Ben to pose as her boyfriend when she visits her family,
assuming that a fake boyfriend would be preferable to her parents than a real girlfriend
and that a Japanese-American date is preferable to a white one.
'' Interestingly, although Meredith is an academic and thus seems poised to offer a
didactic explanation of the dangers of racial-sexual scenarios, Tomine refuses such a
neat resolution. Instead, Meredith warns Ben, "If you dig deep enough into anyone's
sexuality, you're bound tofindsomething you'd rather not examine too closely. But what's
the point in picking it apart? It is what it is" (93). I think Tomine is being disingenuous
here. Ben is consistently shown to need more self-reflection; he desperately needs to
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better understand the root of his insecurities if he is to move on. I read Meredith's
disclaimer as Tomine's way of trying to disavow any moral to his story.
'° The dilemma of the minority author whose work is read overwhelmingly by white
audiences is also illustrated to comic effect in The Business of Fancydancing. Seymour
memorably signs copies of his book after a poetry reading, surrounded by white readers,
both gay men and straight women.
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